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She’s hounded from every side by treacherous elements and foes,
but her greatest enemy lies within. In the mountains near
France, the medieval Princess Elyce is being forced to marry,
thus forming an alliance that will enrich her father but enslave
her kingdom. Instead, she chooses to feign her death and flee to
Prague to beg King Wenceslaus to help save her people. In
England, the young knight Sir Gerard has a vision from God
instructing him to help Elyce on her quest. When he arrives to
find she has been near death for days, he manages to revive her.
However, thinking the stranger was trying to kiss her, the
princess immediately distrusts him. But her desperate situation
forces her to accept his aid. Pursued by her enemy’s guards over
mountainous terrain, they must also battle the deadly winter
elements. Her greatest challenge may be to overcome the voices
of disapproval and accusation from her childhood. Will her
emotions lead her into her true identity, or will they undermine
her ability to work with Gerard and to save her people, who
desperately need her help? In this dazzling and romantic story,
New York Times bestselling author Melanie Dickerson takes the
classic Sleeping Beauty fairy tale to satisfying new heights.
“When it comes to happily-ever-afters, Melanie Dickerson is the
undisputed queen.” —Julie Lessman, award-winning author Sweet
historical medieval romance Part of the Dericott series: Book 1:
Court of Swans; Book 2: Castle of Refuge; Book 3: Veil of
Winter; Book 4: Fortress of Snow Book length: 85,000 words
Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Billions died during the global civil war that followed the
outbreak. Anarchy took grip. Chaos ruled. The world collapsed.
In Britain, the evacuation failed. Nowhere was safe from the
undead. Four months after the outbreak Bill Wright has found
safety in a ruined Abbey in southern England, but he is still
alone. All he has for company are the files sent to him by his
shadowy contact, Sholto. On those, he believes he has found the
origins of the undead, and the vast conspiracy in which he
discovers he played an unwitting part. He needs answers, and
knows the only place they will be found is at the facility that
created the virus. As he journeys through the desolate ruins of
a dead civilisation, he meets other survivors. He rescues some,
is rescued by others, but ultimately discovers that zombies are
not the most deadly threat in an undead wasteland. This is the
second volume of his journal. (76,000 words)
Between 1941 and 1944 Waffen-SS Oberscharfôhrer (Sergeant)
Werner Kindler took part in 84 days of close combat, qualifying
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him for the Close Combat Clasp in Gold, the Third Reich's
highest decoration for a frontline soldier. He was also awarded
the German Cross in Gold, the Iron Cross First and Second Class
and the Wound Badge in Gold.??Drafted into the SS-Totenkopf in
1939, he served with a motorised unit in Poland, and in May 1941
was selected for the Leibstandarte-SS Adolf Hitler, with which
he fought in the invasion of the Soviet Union. His unit
converted to a Panzer Grenadier formation in 1942, and Kindler
went on to fight at Kharkov and Kursk on the Eastern Front, and
later in Belgium and France in 1944. At the end of the war, he
was the last man of the Leibstandarte-SS to surrender to the
Americans. This is one of the most dramatic first-hand accounts
to come out of the Second World War.
Spruce & Pine Farm: Letters to a Soldier is the third book in
the Coming Home for Christmas Series. Any of these books can be
read as a standalone. Anderson Rutherford never imagined having
an old fashioned penpal when he joined the Marines. Anderson
actually has two rays of sunshine that write to him. After five
years in service, the unthinkable happens. Anderson is severely
wounded and fighting to leave the hospital. Since the day of his
tragedy, he can't bring himself to write the ten-year-old,
Claire, or the most beautiful soul he's ever imagined, Genesis.
The thought of those two seeing him as anything but whole is
unbearable. Anderson might be improving physically but every day
without their letters, his heart is withering. If he can just
see Genesis Lee one time and know that she is alright, he can
leave her. He pushes himself to travel, knowing that she will be
in the annual Mars Hill Christmas Parade. Nothing prepared him
for the kindness and purity of Genesis Lee. Can Anderson find
his purpose again? Can he turn around and leave North Carolina
after finally setting eyes on the woman that he has grown to
love over the last five years? Enjoy this sweet Christian
Christmas Romance!
Veil of Winter
Winter Hikes of Western Washington Deck
Sisters of the Confederacy (A Secret Refuge Book #2)
Blossom in Winter
Books 2-3
World of Paerries Series, Book 2
The first book in the Ada's House series, The Hope of Refuge is a
moving story of love, hope, and new beginnings from New York Times
bestselling author Cindy Woodsmall. The widowed mother of a little
girl, Cara Moore is struggling against poverty, fear, and a
relentless stalker. When her stalker ransacks her home, Cara and her
daughter, Lori, flee New York City for an Amish community, eager for
a fresh start. But she discovers that long-held secrets about her
family history ripple beneath the surface of Dry Lake, Pennsylvania,
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and it’s no place for an outsider. One Amish man, Ephraim Mast, dares
to fulfill the command he believes that he received from God—“Be me
to her”—despite how it threatens his way of life. While Ephraim tries
to do what he believes is right, will he be shunned and lose
everything, including the guarded single mother who simply longs for
a better life? A complete opposite of the hard, untrusting Cara,
Ephraim’s sister Deborah also finds her dreams crumbling when the man
she has pledged to build a life with begins withdrawing from Deborah
and his community, including his mother, Ada Stoltzfus. Can the rundown house that Ada envisions transforming unite them toward a common
purpose—or will it push Mahlon away forever?
Castle of RefugeThomas Nelson
In this third installment of the Restored series, Judah wants to be
the one Paisley turns to, the one she clings to-not the one she runs
away from. Can they find their way back to trusting each other again?
Paisley has a propensity for running from trouble. Will Judah's
kindness and grace be the stick-to-itiveness she needs to make her
stay? Follow along in this heartwarming series as Paisley returns to
her hometown by the sea, falls in love with the man she left, and
dreams of the chance to wear a white dress down the aisle. If you
believe in grace, love, and second chances, you'll enjoy this
inspirational Christian romance filled with heartwarming do-over
possibilities. Start reading Bay of Refuge today! "I love Judah and
Paisley's story line and all the suspense, love, laughter, and life
within each of the characters. Cannot wait to read Book 4!" J. Brown
The Restored series is a chronological series. The ongoing story line
will make more sense-and will be more fun-if the books are read in
order. Check out all the Inspirational Christian books by Mary Hanks:
RESTORED Ocean of Regret (Part 1) Sea of Rescue (Part 2) Bay of
Refuge (Part 3) Tide of Resistance (Part 4 coming in July) SECOND
CHANCE SERIES Winter's Past (Book 1) April's Storm (Book 2) Summer's
Dream (Book 3) Autumn's Break (Book 4) Season's Flame (Book 5)
This timely gift book offers a moving new perspective on the nativity
story-evoking the struggle of Mary, Joseph and Baby Jesus as refugees
traveling in a strange land, seeking the protection and kindness of
strangers. Everyone may already know the story of how Jesus was
humbly born in a manger, but Refuge is a lyrical depiction of what
came next: the new family's travels through the desert, fleeing
Herod's soldiers in order to find a safe place to welcome their son
into the world. A poetic and refreshing look at the classic Christmas
story that's never been more relevant, Refuge asks readers to
consider the modern day implications of being forced to flee your
home country.
Book 1 in the Ada's House Amish Romance Series
Roman Breviary in English, Restored by the Sacred Council of Trent:
Winter
At Home and at Large in the Great Plains: Essays and Memories
The Travel Book
Inspirational Romance
Sea of Rescue
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With this follow-up to the acclaimed and bestselling "No Rest for the Wicked," Cole continues her
seductive paranormal series featuring a brutal Highland werewolf and an exquisite young
witch--adversaries with a blood vendetta between them who so give in to forbidden temptation. Original.
* Includes tips for side trips or "warm up" spots * Makes a great gift for outdoor-minded friends and
Washington newcomers * This EPUB has been converted from the popular portable deck format.
Featuring the author's recommended trails for off-season hiking, the Winter Hikes Deck of Western
Washington is a versatile selection of outdoor options. From lowland routes and rainforest rambles to
coastal tramps and protected peaks, featuring route descriptions and maps. The work includes twenty
never-before-published hikes in Washington. Also included are essentials for winter hiking and
information on winter flora and fauna throughout Washington state.
“They say trust is the foundation of any relationship but what if lies are the foundation of ours?” Petra
and Alex have risked everything to escape those who have tried tearing them apart. After finding refuge
in Bermuda, they must learn how to trust each other like never before in order to tackle the upcoming
judicial battles and the ever-present, scrutinizing eye of society. But when Alex makes it clear he won't
reveal anything from his past and his secrets are meant to remain his, Petra now faces the impossible
choice of either marrying a man whose past she knows nothing about or fighting for a relationship on
her own terms. Stubbornly committed to knowing the truth, and always so curious even when she
shouldn’t be, Ms. Van Gatt has yet to say her final words. This book is for mature audiences.
Sara Grey is done hiding and done being afraid. The Master thinks he has her running scared, but she’s
taking matters into her own hands and taking her life back. With the help of her friends, she sets out to
find the one person who can answer her questions about her past, and who may be able to lead them to
the Master. On her journey, Sara faces new challenges and dangers, and learns that the world of good
and evil is not as clear cut as she had believed. She makes new friends, unexpected allies, and reconnects
with people from her past. As her powers continue to change and grow, she transforms from a struggling
girl into a strong young warrior. But at what cost? How much is Sara willing to sacrifice in her need for
independence and her quest for the truth? And will her newfound strength be enough to save her and the
people she loves when she finally comes face-to-face with her powerful nemesis? Nothing could have
prepared her for what is to come, and it will take everything in her to survive the final test of courage
and love.
Letters to a Soldier
Longman's Magazine
The Edge of Winter
Reckless Refuge
The Wolves of Winter

Unforgettable Courage and Romance From Lauraine Snelling
Warming countless hearts and bringing history to life,
Lauraine Snelling's Sisters of the Confederacy is an
exciting tale of courage, adventure, and romance. After
finding her expected safe haven destroyed, Jesselyn Highwood
must decide where to turn next. With no place left to go,
Jesselyn decides to head west on the Oregon Trail. Here she
encounters hardship, danger on the journey--and love.
Meanwhile, her sister, Louisa, smuggles desperately needed
supplies for the hospital in Richmond where she helps care
for wounded soldiers. As both sisters face the ravages of
war, one remains strong in her faith while the other
struggles to understand a God who allows such atrocities to
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continue.
Will the Wounded Soldier She Rescues From Certain Death be
Able to Break Down the Walls of Bitterness That Surround Her
Heart? Seeking to fulfill the promise she made to her dying
father, eighteen-year-old Jesselynn Highwood determines to
take her little brother and the family's remaining
Thoroughbreds from Twin Oaks plantation in Kentucky to her
uncle's farm in Missouri, where they will be safe for the
remainder of the Civil War. Jesselynn is also fleeing a
cruel man in Confederate uniform who has pledged to take
revenge against her for refusing his hand in marriage. No
longer safe at Twin Oaks, she embarks on a perilous journey,
taking on the momentous responsibility for the lives and
welfare of all who go with her. They ride at night and hide
during the day, dodging both Confederate and Union troops
along the way. Encountering hunger, sickness, and the
devastation of war, they finally arrive in Missouri only to
discover that the situation there puts them in even greater
danger. Discouraged, disillusioned, and facing a severe
testing of her faith, Jesselynn will stop at nothing to save
her family, the horses, and whatever remains of Twin Oaks.
Scientifically accurate illustrations and essays guide the
bird watcher in identifying and locating more than 570
common and rare species
Escape to freedom or escape to hell? Lawrence and Pezzini
must escape the Value System of Nightminster. Otherwise,
they’ll be killed—very cruelly—by the marsh people. Little
do they know, the outside world is changing. The National
Party has launched the Atrocity Commission to track down
glory criminals. Sarah-Kelly Newman’s enquiries are exposing
a brutal world that has existed for decades. However, that
brutal world has plans for the National Party. When the
killing starts, there will be no place for neutrals. Even
honest Donald will have to take sides, or perish. The Night
of Blind Ambition is the second book in the Sovereigns of
the Collapse dystopian saga.
Sovereigns of the Collapse Book 2: The Night of Blind
Ambition
New England Law Review: Volume 50, Number 2 - Winter 2016
A Winter's Promise
The Mirror Visitor, Book One
Castle of Refuge
A Panzer-Grenadier of the Leibstandarte- SS Adolf Hitler
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Reports
Books 2-3 Omega Chronicles Nevaeh & Crux Ansata Part I and II
Book 2 of the Omega Chronicles, Part I "If you were to destroy
the belief in immortality in mankind, not only love but every
living force on which the continuation of all life in the world
depends, would dry up at once." – Fyodor Dostoevsky Many people
believe that being immortal is a bliss, something that is
priceless… something that one would do next to anything for.
Would it be a bliss to live long enough to see all your loved
ones perish? To wander around the world in loneliness, for every
friend you ever made have run out of time to spend with you?
Personally, I think not! It's not a bliss. If anything, it's a
downright curse. This story about the lost city of Nemea is a
subgenre of the fantasy or science fiction genres that involves
the discovery of an unknown world out of time and place. The
second novel in the Omega Chronicles series is also a subgenre
of the late Victorian adventure romance. This story has a
similar theme to other mythical kingdoms, The Lost City of
Altinova in Book 1 and others, such as Atlantis and El Dorado.
Lucas Petersen, a professor at the University of Texas, is
resting quietly in his apartment on Guadalupe Street near the
main campus. There's a knock at his door that surprised him. He
is visited by Tommy Hansen, a good friend. With him, he brought
a steel box, set it down at his friend's table, and explained
his unusual request, including the fact that he was soon to die.
Part of the request was that the contents of the box couldn't be
disclosed for twenty years. ***** Book 3 of Omega Chronicles:
Part II, a Sequel to Nevaeh, Part I "True love is not necessary
the number of kisses, or how frequently one gets them, TRUE LOVE
is the feeling that still remains long after the kiss is over."
Crux Ansata – The Lost City of Ankara is a gothic-fantasy novel
that follows as a sequel to Nevaeh – The Lost City of Nemea from
the Caves of Chivateros in Peru. It is Book Three in the Omega
Chronicles. Freja Jensen, contemplating retiring from BeeBop
Publishing Group in Austin, Texas, received a brown paper parcel
in the mail. She opened the package and saw that it was from
Lucas Hansen, or his pen name, Lucas Pedersen. With the letter
was a manuscript. Another letter received was from a doctor who
asked to remain anonymous. Included in a small teakwood box was
an ancient sistrum, an Egyptian musical instrument with magical
powers, and had the etching of an ankh on top. In this sequel to
Nevaeh – The Lost City of Nemea, a twenty-year search begins by
Lucas and Oliver Hansen to try and find Oliver's lost True Love.
You might ask, "What is true love? No one can really define what
it is. Thousands upon thousands of people will have an answer.
Many answers will point to a feeling they experience, but never
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has the Truth been more known until one reads the dramatic
conclusion in this sequel, CRUX ANSATA. In the case of Oliver
Hansen, also known as the Golden One, his love, unlike feelings,
doesn't come and go. It stays with him for over twenty years as
he searches for that one true love, the Goddess Nevaeh. He
explores through the good and the bad… and when we say bad, we
mean
Winter Theme: Our Love for God Deuteronomy | Joshua | Psalms |
Matthew | Philippians | James Our lessons begin with God's
demands for our complete and undivided love as shown in passages
from Deuteronomy and Psalms. They proceed with our response to
God's love in the advent of Christ and the Epistles'
interpretations of the nature and extent of our responses to
God's love in Christ. They conclude with passages from three of
the Psalms expressing glorification of God. The student book
lesson writer is Stan Purdum; the writer of the lessons in the
teacher book is Mark Price. God Commands Our Love, Respect, and
Obedience The first unit offers five lessons. The Deuteronomy
passage contains a presentation of Gods demand for total love
and devotion. The lesson from Joshua contains his faithful
statement of love and reverence for a liberating God. Our lesson
from Psalm 103 reviews David's expressions of love and
glorification for Gods creative, sustaining, and protective
actions. The lesson from Luke portrays the advent of Christ and
the human response to God's act of fulfilling the promise.
Finally, the text from Matthew challenges us to love God through
compassionate works. Loving God by Trusting Christ The quarter's
second unit also offers five lessons. Matthew continues to
inspire trust in God for all things, while James encourages
total submission to God in love. In his letter to the
Philippians, Paul gives an interpretation of human devotion to
God in Christ; promotes selfless devotion through
exemplification of Christ's total submission to God in love; and
encourages giving up everything for the sake of one's love for
Christ. Love Songs That Glorify God The final unit this quarter
offers three lessons from Psalms. Psalm 48 focuses on a song of
adoration for God's steadfast love; Psalm 66 focuses on part of
a love song of praise to God for mighty works of goodness; and
Psalm 91 closes this unit with a praise song for assurance of
protection and comfort for those who love God. Developed for use
with the student book based on the Uniform Series, this leader
resource provides a wealth of information, planning ideas, and
lesson guides for each of the 13 lessons in the quarter. This
resource includes detailed study of the biblical text,
suggestions for developing lessons, teaching options, maps, and
charts. It features articles that explore biblical themes
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related to the passages studied in the lessons. Available in
regular print, as a downloadable file or an eBook. Free Extras!
All found at www.adultbiblestudies.com Current Events Supplement
The free Current Events Supplement offers a way to connect each
week's lesson to a timely event or topic in the news. The
supplements can enhance all resources using the Uniform Visit
the Adult Bible Studies website and sign-up for the Adult Bible
Studies Newsletter to automatically receive a link to the latest
edition of the supplement! Register for the Forums at
www.adultbiblestudies.com Bold, and you can post and read
comments about the lessons from other readers.
Cutthroat tells the full story of the genuine native trout of
the American West. This new edition, thoroughly revised and
updated after 20 years, synthesizes what is currently known
about one of our most interesting and colorful fishes, includes
much new information on its biology and ecology, asks how it has
fared in the last century, and looks toward its future. In a
passionate and accessibly written narrative, Patrick Trotter,
fly fisher, environmental advocate, and science consultant,
details the evolution, natural history, and conservation of each
of the cutthroat's races and incorporates more personal
reflections on the ecology and environmental history of the
West's river ecosystems. The bibliography now includes what may
be the most comprehensive and complete set of references
available anywhere on the cutthroat trout. Written for anglers,
nature lovers, environmentalists, and students, and featuring
vibrant original illustrations by Joseph Tomelleri, this is an
essential reference for anyone who wants to learn more about
this remarkable, beautiful, and fragile western native.
Immerse yourself in this utterly addictive forbidden love story
that has captivated thousands of readers around the world. “We
are not meant to be together. I should’ve known better. And
yet…” Petra, a seventeen-year-old Dutch-American and the only
heir of finance tycoon Roy Van Gatt, has always had her life
rigorously planned and supervised by her strict father. From her
internship at his hedge fund firm on Wall Street to her degree
in Economics at Columbia University, Petra is all set for a
bright future in finance. But everything falls apart when she
develops a dangerous relationship with her father’s business
partner and utmost confidant, Alexander Van Dieren. A Dutch
nobleman, known as an unrepentant heartbreaker, twenty-three
years her senior, and who is, above all else, her beloved
godfather. A twisted obsession for some, unconditional love for
others, but one thing is sure: it’s a relationship that might
cost them everything... This book is for mature audiences. ?????
"A Must Read for Romantic Thriller Enthusiasts. Blossom in
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Winter is a beautifully wrought and expertly woven story of
forbidden love, desire, dark pasts, and the lengths one will go
to protect everything that matters most to them." -- Payton H,
Amazon ????? "This dark romance is just what you need to keep
you warm on the cold winter nights that are coming our way, it
even has a simmering slow burn going on." -- Cassandra W.,
Amazon UK ????? "This book has been an absolute pleasure to
read. There's puppy love, genuine romance, dark and twisted
erotica and moments that will leave you shocked." -- Victoria
Spaulding, Goodreads ????? "I don't even have words, got to be
one of the most intense books I've read in a while." -Obsidian, Goodreads ????? "This was the most amazing book I've
read in a while, it was so gripping, I really couldn't stop
reading it even at 2 am when I had a Uni class the next day!" -Sabrina, Goodreads ????? "No lies, this is the best book I've
ever read! I've felt so many emotions while reading it! Can't
wait for the second book!!!" -- Mariska, Goodreads ????? "This
book was exceptional, it captivated me instantly." -- Christina,
Goodreads ????? "A captivating page-turner of a book that you
literally will not put down." - Jojo, Goodreads ????? "This was
by far the most refreshing, exciting, thrilling, adventurous,
and sexy book I've read." -- Amy Shaw, Goodreads ????? "Pure
intensity from the very first word to the very last!" -- Dionne
McCarten, Goodreads ????? "This is by far one of the best books
I've read in a long time!" -- Jade, Goodreads
Native Trout of the West
A Refuge in the Pandemonium
Honor in the Mountain Refuge
Refuge
The 50 Best (Mostly) Snow-Free Trails
The Hope of Refuge
Opportunity doesn’t knock twice, but death can… After making it
through the long Alaskan winter, Nick and Jimmy begin building
their hard-earned new lives. But the spring thaw has revived
more than trees and green grass. For the two brothers, killing
crazies has once again become an everyday reality. Then their
lives change forever when Nick receives Lusa’s call for help and
a new threat is revealed. Launched into a world worse than the
one they escaped from a year ago, Nick and Jimmy must face a new
enemy, one which promises to wipe out the rest of humanity…one
bite at a time.
The absorbing first instalment in the bestselling French fantasy
series The Mirror Visitor Quartet—winner of the Grand Prix de
l’Imaginaire.
In this Ugly Duckling retelling, New York Times bestselling
author Melanie Dickerson brilliantly crafts a high-stakes,
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encouraging tale about a brave young woman, the true meaning of
beauty, and the power of love. Ever since she was a child,
Audrey wanted her life to be extraordinary. But as the daughter
of a viscount born in late fourteenth-century England, the only
thing expected of her was to marry—until an act of malice by her
sister, Maris, four years ago damaged her face and her
prospects. Though Maris was sent away, twenty-year-old Audrey is
still suffering the scars of her sister’s cruelty. When her
father announces his plans to marry off his damaged daughter and
bring Maris home, Audrey decides to flee in search of her true
destiny. Life outside her home is dangerous, and Audrey soon
finds herself attacked, sick, and in desperate need of help. She
is taken in at Dericott Castle to be nursed back to health.
While there, she decides to keep her identity a secret and work
as a servant in the castle. But she doesn’t count on falling in
love with the young and handsome Lord Dericott, who lost his arm
several months earlier and bears scars of his own. Meanwhile,
Edwin—Lord Dericott—is curious about the new, well-educated
servant’s identity. All he knows is that he’s quickly becoming
smitten with her. When the man Audrey’s father wanted her to
marry comes looking for her, she and Edwin must make lifechanging decisions about what to believe and whether or not love
is truly worth trusting. Praise for Castle of Refuge: “When it
comes to happily-ever-afters, Melanie Dickerson is the
undisputed queen.”—Julie Lessman, award-winning author Fulllength clean fairy-tale reimagining Second in a brand-new series
set in England: The Dericott Tales Includes discussion questions
for book clubs
850 images. 230 countries. One complete picture. This third
edition of Lonely Planet's bestselling reference guide features
every country in the world and is now available in paperbackand will continue to delight, inspire and inform travellers of
all ages.
Rogue
Wings of Refuge
A dystopian political thriller
Final Update: Book 2
Our Love of God
The Cloud Road

This epic journey is his last chance to start a new life. After being cast out of his
Blackfoot village for his kindness to the Nez Perce captives, Chogan travels west in
search of meaning for his life. Meaning that doesn’t require killing or torturing
innocent people. Though the lovely face of Telípe, a Nez Perce woman, is imprinted
on his heart, he avoids her village. She deserves a happy life with her husband and
coming child. With her husband dead and the birth of her babe imminent, Telípe’s
reality looks nothing like she planned. She’s been forced to return to the village
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where she grew up and the chaos of her family’s lodge—with all her boisterous
younger brothers. She desperately desires to start a new life for herself and the babe
growing within her, but she can’t seem to climb above the mire of her past. When
she stumbles into the brave who’d shown her kindness during her captivity,
something ignites within her—a new hope. Chogan’s determination to stay and help
Telípe is thwarted by her people’s fear and hatred for his tribe—especially since he
was among last winter’s kidnappers. It doesn’t matter that he did everything he
could to keep her and her unborn child safe and comfortable during that awful
event. But as a new predator threatens the safety of the village, Chogan determines
to take down the massive wildcat that’s already injured several children—including
one of Telípe’s younger brothers. When the danger escalates, Chogan is faced with
an impossible choice. No matter which option he chooses, his life will never be the
same—nor that of the woman he’s come to love. From a USA Today bestselling
author comes another epic journey through breathless landscapes and adventure so
intense, lives will never be the same.
“A genre-defying blend of crime writing and science fiction.”—Alexandra Alter, The
New York Times Detective Hank Palace returns in the second in the speculative
mystery trilogy set on the brink of the apocalypse and winner of the 2014 Philip K.
Dick Award. There are just 77 days before a deadly asteroid collides with Earth,
and Detective Palace is out of a job. With the Concord police force operating under
the auspices of the U.S. Justice Department, Hank's days of solving crimes are
over...until a woman from his past begs for help finding her missing husband. Brett
Cavatone disappeared without a trace—an easy feat in a world with no phones, no
cars, and no way to tell whether someone’s gone “bucket list” or just gone. With
society falling to shambles, Hank pieces together what few clues he can, on a search
that leads him from a college-campus-turned-anarchist-encampment to a crumbling
coastal landscape where anti-immigrant militia fend off “impact zone” refugees.
Countdown City presents another fascinating mystery set on brink of an
apocalypse--and once again, Hank Palace confronts questions way beyond
"whodunit." What do we as human beings owe to one another? And what does it
mean to be civilized when civilization is collapsing all around you?
There were shadows I was running from. Ones that haunted and taunted. Ones that
made it so I had no choice but to disappear. I’d spent years hiding from the world.
My little island haven, the only assurance of safety. It all changed the moment he
showed up at my door. The hint of pain in his eyes told me that something haunted
him, too. And I couldn’t help but be drawn closer. But finding the person I needed
most came with risks I never expected. And when our ghosts find us again, neither
of us may make it out this time. ***** Read what reviewers are saying about
Reckless Refuge: “Addictive, truly suspenseful, and utterly romantic, this is a top
read of the year!” - Samantha Young, New York Times Bestseller “Beautiful,
emotional and riveting. Catherine Cowles pens a romantic masterpiece that
remained in my heart long after the final page was turned.” - K.C. Lynn, Bestselling
author of the Men of Honor series "Reckless Refuge is absolutely
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UNPUTDOWNABLE! Beautifully written. Flawlessly executed. An unforgettable
5-Star MUST READ!" - A.L. Jackson, New York Times Bestselling Author *****
Read what others are saying about Catherine Cowles: "I fell in love with these
characters, with the writing, and with this unexpected story. I can't recommend it
enough!" - Alessandra Torre, New York Times Bestseller “Heartwarming, romantic
and with an added bit of suspense, Beautifully Broken Pieces had me glued to every
page! Catherine Cowles, meet your newest super fan.” - Devney Perry, USA Today
Bestseller “Cowles writes fresh, addicting, and intensely beautiful stories!” - Susan
Stoker, New York Times Bestseller "Catherine Cowles has a way of pulling the
reader into the world she has created and leaves you there for days after you have
read the last page." - Kelly Elliott, New York Times Bestseller “I walked away
knowing I would read every single thing this talented new author ever writes." Natasha is a Book Junkie *** Perfect for fans of Kristen Ashley, Corinne Michaels,
Nora Roberts, and Devney Perry.
A post-apocalyptic debut novel in a tradition that includes The Hunger Games and
Station Eleven, this vision of a possible future shows humanity pushed beyond its
breaking point, the forging of vital bonds when everything is lost, and, most
centrally, a heroic young woman who crosses a frozen landscape to find her destiny.
Lynn McBride has learned much since society collapsed in the face of nuclear war
and the relentless spread of disease. As the memories of her old life continue to
surface, she’s forced to forge ahead in the snow-drifted Canadian Yukon, learning
how to hunt and trap and slaughter. Forget the old days. Forget summer. Forget
warmth. Forget anything that doesn’t help you survive in the endless white
wilderness beyond the edges of a fallen world. Shadows of the world before have
found her tiny community—most prominently in the enigmatic figure of Jax, who
brings with him dark secrets of the past and sets in motion a chain of events that will
call Lynn to a role she never imagined. “With elements of Cormac McCarthy’s The
Road and TV’s The Walking Dead, (Kirkus Reviews) The Wolves of Winter is both
a heartbreaking, sympathetic portrait of a young woman searching for the answer
to who she's meant to be and a frightening vision of a merciless new world in which
desperation rules. It is enthralling, propulsive, and poignant.
A Journey Through Every Country in the World
Bible Lessons for Youth Winter 2018-2019 Leader
A Post Apocalyptic EMP Survival Thriller (Gateway to Chaos Book Two)
Book of North American Birds
Seeking Refuge
The Kingdom of the Lost Book 2: The Cloud Road
In this sequel to Regretting the Rainbow Thieves, Aran and the Silth,
three-foot-tall, jungle-dwelling magical creatures, demand that Humans
agree to a radically different relationship with the rest of the world's
creatures in return for Silth assistance in stopping the endless winter
brought on by the Trow attack. The Silth come to grips with the end of
their civilization because there are no more Trow on Earth. Or are
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there? Some Silth want to welcome the Trow back and oppose the Silth
plan to work with Humans. There are Humans who think that the Trow
are angels, and they too oppose the plans to prevent the Trow return.
As Aran and Storng navigate the uncharted waters of Human and Silth
interactions, they hide their uncertainty whether the Silth can deliver
on their side of the bargain-can they really stop the volcanoes? In the
midst of battles, assassination attempts, and betrayals, Aran tries to
stabilize his always shaky personal life, with little success. Meanwhile,
the time for the Trow invasion grows relentlessly closer.
Can ordinary people survive the apocalypse? Raine Caldwell is about to
find out. The government isn't coming to rescue her. If Raine and her
group are going to make it, they must save themselves. The realization
that the lights were not coming back on anytime soon hit them hard.
When things go from bad to worse, they must act quickly in search of a
refuge from the cold and violent city. Seeking Refuge is book two in T.
L. Payne's Gateway to Chaos series. Look for Seeking Justice, Book
three April 30, 2020. OTHER BOOKS BY T. L. Payne Seeking Justice
(Coming April 30, 2020 Seeking Home (Coming soon) Days of Want
Series Turbulent Hunted Turmoil Uprising Upheaval Mayhem (Coming
early summer 2020) Sudden Chaos: A Post Apocalyptic EMP Survival
Short Story Fall of Houston Series (Coming Autumn 2020!) No Way out
No Other Choice No Turning Back No Surrender Join my newsletter at
www.tlpayne.com to be the first to know about new releases, special
promotions and giveaways. Connect with me on Facebook at https:
//www.facebook.com/groups/tlpaynereadergroup/.
Will grace and love make a difference when a prodigal
daughter/prodigal wife returns? In this continuing story in the Restored
series, Paisley Grant must overcome her worst fears in the aftermath
of a hurricane that nearly destroyed her hometown of Basalt Bay. She
came home to make amends with her husband, her father, and her
neighbors, only to find her life in upheaval and filled with challenges to
cope and survive. And now that she's alone and in trouble, in a
devastated town, who will come to her rescue? Can Judah get back in
time? Or will she have to depend on ... ... the one person she never
wants to see again? If you believe in grace, love, and second chances,
you'll enjoy this inspirational Christian romance filled with
heartwarming do-over possibilities ... and a touch of suspense. The
Restored series is a chronological series. Sea of Rescue is Part 2.
Reading these stories in order may add to the reader's enjoyment.
Check out all the Inspirational Christian romances by Mary E Hanks:
RESTORED Ocean of Regret (Part 1) Sea of Rescue (Part 2) Bay of
Refuge (Part 3 Coming in winter '20) SECOND CHANCE SERIES Winter's
Past (Book 1) April's Storm (Book 2) Summer's Dream (Book 3)
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Autumn's Break (Book 4) Season's Flame (Book 5)
The second book in The Kingdom of the Lost series. Adventure and
danger follow Bily, Zluty, Redwing and the Monster as they cross a
desert and journey through high stony mountains in search of a new
home. A magical new series for younger readers from the award-wining
author of Little Fur.
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night
Spruce & Pine Farm
The Last Policeman Book II
Surviving The Evacuation, Book 2: Wasteland
Bay of Refuge
Daughter of Twin Oaks (A Secret Refuge Book #1)
Neve Halloran and her daughter have shared a fierce love for the austere beauty of
Rhode Island’s South County ever since Neve guided Mickey’s first baby steps along
the sandy shore. Now, with Mickey a teenager and Neve’s last hope for happiness with
her daughter’s loving but unstable father gone, both will struggle to make a new life
together amid the windswept landscape that sustains them. Captivated by a fragile
wildlife sanctuary, Mickey will move toward womanhood in the company of a lonely boy
who shares her instinctive way with the creatures of the coast. And Neve will find
herself drawn to a man who has devoted his life to the sanctuary, but who is unable to
share the pain of a recent loss—or reconnect with the father who still bears the scars of
World War II. As winter gives way to spring, and spring to summer, a secret will emerge
that has lain buried in the depths just offshore for decades, a secret that will galvanize
the small seaside community. For the waters bear their own vestige of the past—and
their ceaseless rhythms may point the way to hope and new beginnings. Lyrical,
luminous, and utterly captivating, The Edge of Winter is Luanne Rice at her most
penetrating and insightful, in a moving exploration of the bonds that shape us and set
us free. From the Hardcover edition.
A Powerful Story Set Against the Backdrop of Today's Israel Nothing in Abigail
MacLeod's life as a wife, a mother, and a teacher has prepared her for what she will
experience during her summer in Israel. At forty-two, her life is in chaos, even before
she leaves home--her marriage is dissolving before her very eyes, her faith is in
shambles. This pilgrimage to Israel was supposed to be a new beginning for her. But by
the end of the first day, she is forced to board an Israeli jetliner in spit of a bomb threat,
and watches helplessly as a kind, fatherly gentleman she befriended on the plane dies
in her arms. This is a summer Abby will spend learning about archaeology, delving into
the past. And it's a summer that will change her life in ways she never imagined.
This trust curriculum has been refreshed, while keeping everything you love about the
resources. Bible Lessons for Youth is a comprehensive 6-year Bible-to-life curriculum
that helps teens apply the Bible to their real-life. Its teacher-friendly format is built
around a step-by-step sequence with thought-provoking activities designed to help
youth understand Scripture and apply it to their individual experiences. Designed to
make teaching Bible Lessons for Youth to your youth easy with each session broken up
into small segments. The student book is reproduced as the center piece of each
session in the leader guide and is surrounded by the minute-by-minute teaching plans
printed in the margin. The instructions are provided for student book activities,
discussion questions, illustrative games and short drama skits. Complete Scripture
texts are printed in all books. (No need to pause while everyone hunts for the
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appropriate verse.) At anytime during the quarter you can refer back to the convenient
Overview section found at the front of the guide and also take a moment to read the
“Teaching Tools” article provided at the back of the guide. Don’t forget to check out the
“Out and About” activity that will allow your students to take what they learn in Sunday
school outside the classroom, enhancing their faith journey. Begin The Bible Lessons
for Youth format of “Explore,” “Focus,” and “Connect” is an intentional learning
approach to help teens FOCUS on the original context, EXPLORE how the passage
speaks to their lives, and CONNECT with how to live out God’s Word in their daily lives
and in the world. Key Verse Taken from the passage printed in the student book, this
verse can be used to emphasize Scripture memorization in your class. Take-Away This
is the basic point of the lesson and is summed up in a short sentence. It’s the big idea
you want your teens to grasp from each week’s session. Bible Lesson For easy access,
the Scripture passage your class or group will explore is taken from the Common
English Bible, and are coordinated with the Uniform Lesson Series. Contains options for
younger and older youth.
These fourteen essays originally appeared in Prairie Fire, a monthly newspaper that for
seven years has carried important messages of social, environmental, and economic
issues to residents of Nebraska, Iowa, Colorado, and South Dakota, and subscribers in
the rest of the world. They discuss the North American east-west ecological boundaries,
spring migration events, bird feeders, feathered survivors of a glacial past, the
threatened sharp-tailed grouse, the effects of climate change, some "sacred
places"-Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, the Ashfall Fossil Beds, Squaw Creek Refuge,
the Hutton Niobrara Ranch Sanctuary, and Yellowstone National Park-, our troubles with
mountain lions and grizzly bears, and crane season in Wyoming. There is also an
expanded informal autobiography, "My Life in Biology" and a current and
comprehensive list of all publications of a writer described as "probably the world's
most prolific living author of ornithological and natural history literature."
Cutthroat
Countdown City
Adult Bible Studies Winter 2018-2019 Teacher
A Novel
Love
Last Refuge
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